NEW HAMPSHIRE LOTTERY COMMISSION®
14 INTEGRA DRIVE
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301

COMMISSION MEETING
APRIL 22, 2016 9:30 AM

1. ACCEPTANCE AND SIGNING OF COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES

2. PRESENTATION BY – DIAMOND GAMES INC

3. FINANCIAL REPORT
   A. LOTTERY
   B. RACING AND CHARITABLE GAMING

4. INTRALOT REPORT

5. SUBSCRIPTION UPDATE

6. TRI-STATE REPORT

7. ADVERTISING

8. OTHER BUSINESS
   • RULES UPDATE
   • MOTION APPROVAL – BINGO, LUCKY 7 & GOC RULE AMENDMENTS
   • FORM REVISIONS BINGO & LUCKY 7
   • NEW HAMPSHIRE LOTTERY COMMISSION LEGAL CONSULTANT SERVICES INTENT TO AWARD

9. NEXT MEETING